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Abstract

We describe the different stages in the data mining process and discuss some pitfalls and guidelines t o circumvent t hem.
Despite the predominant attention on analysis, data selection and pre-processing are the most time-consuming activities, and
have a substantial influence on ultimate success. Successful data mining projects require the involvement of expertise in data
mining, company data, and the subject area concerned. Despite the attractive suggestion of ‘fully automatic’ data analysis,
knowledge of the processes b ehind the data remains indispensable in avoiding the many pitfalls of data mining.
# 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights r eserved.
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1. Introduction

Data mining is receiving more and more attention
from the business community, as witnessed by fre-

quent publications in the popular IT-press, and the

growing number of tools appearing on the market. The

commercial interest in data mining is mainly due to

increasing awareness of companies that the vast

amounts of data collected on customers and their



behavior contain valuable information. If the hidden
information can be made explicit, it can b e used to
improve vital business p rocesses. Such developments
are accompanied b y the construction of data ware-
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houses and data marts. These are integrated databases
that are specifically created for the purpose of analysis
rather than to support daily business transactions.

Many p ublications on data mining discuss the con-
struction or application ofalgorithms to extract knowl-
edge from data. The emphasis is generally on the
analysis p hase. W hen a data mining project is per-
formed in an organizational setting, one discovers that
there are other important activities in the process.
These activities are often more time consuming and
have an equally large influence on the ultimate success
of the project.

Data mining is a multi-disciplinary field, that is at
the intersection of statistics, machine learning, data-



base management, and data visualization. A natural
question comes to mind: to what extent does it provide
a new perspective on data analysis? This question has
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received some attention within the community. A
popular answer is that data mining is concerned with
the extraction of k nowledge from really large data
sets. In our view, this is not the complete answer.
Company databases indeed are often quite large,
especially if one considers data on customer transac-
tions. One should however take into account the fact
that:

? Once the data mining question is specified accu-
rately, only a small part of this large and hetero-
geneous database is of interest.

? Even if the remaining dataset is large, a sample
often suffices to construct accurate models.

If not necessarily in the size of the dataset, where does
the contribution of the data mining perspective lie?
Four aspects are of particular interest:



1. There is a growing need for valid methods that
cover the whole process (also called Knowledge
Discovery in Databases or KDD), from problem
formulation to the implementation of actions and
monitoring of models. Methods are needed to
identify the important steps, and indicate the
required expertise and tools. Such methods are
required to improve the quality and controllability
of the process.

2. If it is going to b e used on a daily b asis within
organizations, then a better integration with
existing information systems infrastructures is
required. It is, for example, important to couple
analysis tools with Data Warehouses and to
integrate data mining functionality with end-user
software, such as marketing campaign schedulers.

3. From a statistical viewpoint it is often of dubious
value because of the absence of a study design.
Since the data were not collected with any set of
analysis questions in mind, they were not sampled
from a pre-defined p opulation, and data quality
may b e insufficient for analysis requirements.
These anomalies in data sets require a study of



problems related with analysis of ‘non-random’
samples, data pollution, and missing data.

4. Ease of interpretation is often understood to be a
defining characteristic of data mining techniques.
The demand for explainable models leads to a
preference for techniques such as r ule induction,
classification trees, and, more recently, bayesian
networks. F urthermore, explainable models en-
courage the explicit involvement of domain
experts in the analysis process.

2. Required expertise

Succesful data mining projects require a collabora-
tive effort in a number of areas of expertise.

2.1. Subject area expertise

Scenarios, in which the subject area expert provides
the data analyst with a dataset and a question, expect-
ing the data analyst to return ‘the answer’, are doomed
to fail. The same is true for situations where the
subject area expert does not have a specific question
and ask the analyst to come up with some interesting



results. Data mining is not some ‘syntactical exercise’,
but requires k nowledge of the p rocesses behind the
data, in order to:

? Determine u seful questions for analysis;
?? Select p otentially relevant data to answer these

questions;
? Help with the construction of u seful features from

the raw data; and
? Interpret (intermediate) results of the analysis,

suggesting possible courses of action.

2.2. D ata expertise

Knowledge of available data within — and possibly
outside — the organization is of primary importance
for the selection and p re-processing of data. The data
expert knows exactly where the data can be found, and
how different data sources can be combined. Peculia-
rities of data conversions that took place years ago can
have substantial influence on the interpretation of
results; for example:

A large insurance company takes over a small
competitor. The insurance policy databases are



joined, but the start-date of the policies of the
small company are set equal to the conversion
date, because only the most recent mutation date
was recorded by the small company. Lacking the
knowledge of this conversion, one might believe
there was an enormous ‘sales p eak’ in the year
of conversion.
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2.3. D ata analysis expertise

Slogans such as ‘data mining for the masses’ sug-
gest that any business user can mine her or his own
data, and no particular data analysis skills or experi-
ence are r equired, provided that the right tools are
used. This suggestion is, however, misleading. In fact,
the analysis of data residing in company databases
often requires sound statistical j udgment, and may
have to take into account phenomena such as selection
bias and population drift [8].

Data mining expertise is required to recognize that a
particular information requirement may be fulfilled by
data mining. Furthermore, it is crucial to decide which
data mining algorithm or tool is most suited to address



the question. In selecting the appropriate algorithm
one should also take into account non-technical
aspects. Once an algorithm and tool have been
selected, the information requirement of the user
has to b e translated into its terms, and usually the
data has to b e p re-processed b efore analysis can occur.
The data mining expert also supports the interpretation
of results, and translates model results b ack to the
language of the domain expert.

3. Stages of the data mining process

Data mining is an explorative and iterative process:

? During data analysis, new k nowledge is discov-
ered and new hypotheses are formulated. These
may lead to a focussing of the data mining ques-
tion or to considering alternative questions.

? During the process one may j ump between the
different stages; for example from the analysis to
the data pre-processing stage.

There is a need for a sound method that describes the
important stages and feedbacks of the process [4]. The
method should ensure the quality and control of the



process. In Fig. 1, the important stages are depicted.

3.1. Problem f ormulation

In this stage, information requirements to b e ful-
filled with data mining are identified. In general these
are questions concerning patterns and relations that
may be present in the database. Examples of typical
data mining questions are: ‘How can we characterize



Fig. 1. The major steps in the data mining process.

customers that spend a lot on audio equipment?’ and
‘Which groups of applicants tend to have problems in
repaying their loans?’ A specific question such as ‘Is
there a relation between income and audio equipment
expenditure?’ could be tested using classical statistical
methods. Data mining comes into its own when many
possible relations between a large number of attributes
have to b e evaluated. This allows for the discovery of
relations that are totally unexpected.

In general, the initial question in a data mining
project is rather vague, for example because it contains
terms that have to be made operational. What do we
mean by ‘a client’ :do we mean an individual person or
a household? Of course one may allow for different
possibilities to b e explored during analysis, but still



these issues have to be addressed b efore data selection
and pre-processing takes place.

It is important to determine in advance how the
results will b e used. W e distinguish between three
basic cases [7]:

1. Description/insight: the goal is to obtain an
intelligible description of interesting segments or
groups; for example, customers.

2. Prediction: discovered relations are used to make
predictions about situations outside the database.

3. Intervention: results may lead to active interven-
tion in the system b eing modeled.
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Table 1
Example data for credit scoring (? ? value unknown)
Exampled ataf orc redits coring( ?? v alueu nknown)

Age Income Zip code . . . Accepted Defaulted

23 40000 10285 . . . Y N
35 35000 90057 . . . Y Y
21 30000 90054 . . . N ?
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .



Of course, one must be aware of possible b iases in the
data; one has to consider whether the data is repre-
sentative with respect to the question to b e answered.
Biased data give erroneous ‘insights’, and impedes
generalization to cases outside the database. One
also has to consider the role of causality. Our expecta-
tion that a particular policy has the desired effect
is based on the assumption that the correlation
found corresponds to a causal relation. J ustification
of this assumption cannot b e obtained b y data analysis
alone but requires knowledge of the application
domain.

Consider a b ank that intends to analyse data on
personal loans in order to create profiles of applicants
with a relatively high r isk of defaulting. T able 1shows
a number of records of the data available for creating
such p rofiles.

The goal of the analysis is to predict whether or not
new applicants will default on the loan. One can now
make two important observations

1. The records for which we know the outcome
(default or not), do not represent the p opulation of



new applicants, since we only know the outcome
for applicants that were accepted in the past.

2. In order to make predictions, causal relations are
not required. The model may use the attribute ‘Zip
Code’ to predict the risk associated with an
applicant, even though we may doubt that it
causes the clients repayment behavior.

3.2. I dentification of background knowledge

Databases are usually not created for the purpose of
analysis, but rather to support vital business p rocesses.
The implication for analysis is the virtual absence of
statistical design. Therefore, it is important to identify
possible biases and selection effects that could limit
the generalization of patterns to cases not recorded in
the database. One frequently occurring b ias often
leads to ‘knowledge rediscovery’ r ather than knowl-
edge discovery. A company may have held certain
‘campaigns’ to sell a product to a p articular market
segment, say a publisher has held a campaign to
interest student in a particular magazine. Upon ana-
lysis of his client database h e may now find that



students are p articularly interested in this magazine,
with the possible conclusion that his marketing effort
should be directed at this interesting group. But in a
sense he only finds these patterns because he put
them there himself. Knowledge of past campaigns
for this product is required to properly interpret the
results.

Another important type of domain knowledge is
about causal relations in the application domain. Some
techniques allow for the incorporation of prior knowl-
edge, most notably Bayesian Networks [9]. In other
techniques, for example rule induction, the user would
have t o guide the analysis in order to take causal
relations into account. Thus, if we analyse data on
traffic-accidents with the purpose of finding situations
with a substantially increased risk of a fatal accident,
we may find a relation between ‘pavement type’
(asphalt or brick-pavement) and risk. Common sense
may suggest that this correlation is due to other
underlying factors. An influence diagram may look
like F ig. 2. Here the arrows r epresent genuine influ-
ences and the dotted line may b e a spurious correla-
tion. The spurious correlation could emerge because
city areas tend to h ave a lower maximum speed and



more b rick-paved roads. It would however not b e a
good idea to replace asphalt with brick-pavement for
safety reasons.

represents ‘spurious’ correlation).
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3.3. Selection of d ata

One should next decide what data may b e relevant
to answer the question. This selection should be made
with an ‘open mind’ since the strong point of data



mining is to ‘let the data speak for itself’ rather than
restricting the analysis to a pre-specified hypothesis.
In the b ank example, we may consider several data
sources, for example

1. Application data, such as Age, Income, Marital
Status, Zip Code, Occupation, etc.

2. Data on possession and use of other products at
the bank, for example earlier loans.

3. External data from a Central Credit Bureau
(availability differs b y country), in order to obtain
the credit history of the applicant.

Ideally, one would like to make use of a data ware-
house [18] or data mart to select p otentially relevant
data. In current practice, such an integrated data
source is r arely available, so data from different
sources and organizational units may have to b e
combined. This may lead to many difficulties in
coupling different databases, inconsistent data mod-
els, and so on. If these issues have not b een resolved
prior to the project, they will take up large part of its
time.

3.4. P re-processing the data



Even if a data warehouse with all the p otentially
relevant data is available, it will often b e necessary to
pre-process the data before they can be analysed. This
usually takes substantial project time, especially when
many aggregations are r equired.

3.4.1. Deriving new attributes
It is often possible to ‘help’ the data mining system

by adding new attributes that are derived from existing
attributes in the mining table. Different income- and
expense items of a loan applicant are listed separately
in the initial mining table. Domain knowledge sug-
gests that the d ifference between income and expenses
is highly p redictive of the r epayment behavior of the
applicant. Therefore, it makes sense to add a new
attribute, that is derived from the individual income-
and expense items. This may be especially helpful if
the algorithm would not b e able to figure out this
relation by itself, for example in case of a classifica-
tion tree algorithm. Even when the algorithm could in
principle figure this out b y itself, for example in case
of a neural network, it is still b eneficial to put as much
domain knowledge as possible in the construction of



new attributes.

3.4.2. A ggregation
The mining-entity is the entity in the data model that

corresponds to the unit of observation at which ana-
lysis takes place. If we are looking for profiles of fatal
traffic accidents, then ‘traffic accident’ is the mining-
entity. Much pre-processing is due to the existence of
1 : N relations between the mining-entity and other
entities in the database. M ost data mining algorithms
require that all data concerning one instance of the
mining entity are stored in one record; analysis takes
place on one big table where each record corresponds
to one instance of the mining entity. Consequently, a
data structure such as depicted in Fig. 3 has to be
‘flattened’ .

The user has to make a number of non-trivial
choices. For the sake of simplicity, assume that either
one or two objects (vehicle, pedestrian, animal or fixed
object, like a lamppost) are involved in a traffic
accident, how are we going to aggregate the ‘objects
involved’? Suppose we guess that the type of the
object may b e relevant. We could then create attributes
‘type-object-1’ and ‘type-object-2’ but there really is



no order in the objects, so ‘type-object-1 ? car &
type-object-2 h?e etr oubckje’c represents eth-oeb same s?itu caatrio& n
as ‘type-object-1 ?ck ’trur cekp s&e type-object-2 t?u actiaron’ .
Ther‘etfyopree-o, bijte cwt-o1u? ld rbuec better ytop -croebajteec only one
attribute that has, as values, all possible combinations
of objects, irrespective of their order in the database. If
we furthermore suspect that ‘nationality’ may be of
interest, we could aggregate it in the same manner to
the ‘traffic accident’ level. Now we have lost the
information about the nationality of a specific object.

Fig.3 .P arto f traffica ccidentd atam odel( arrowi ndicates1  :N
relation).
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Could this be important? All choices can h ave a
substantial influence on the outcome. Domain knowl-



edge and common sense are still required to determine
the appropriate aggregations. Inductive logic pro-
gramming (ILP) [1] approaches to data mining allow
for learning from multiple relational tables, rather than
one big table with a fixed number of attributes. Never-
theless, p articular aggregations considered to be of
interest may now have to b e hand coded b y the user as
so-called background knowledge. Still, an ILP algo-
rithm could handle multiple objects being involved in
one accident in the above example, and is more flexible
for learning from multiple r elational tables.

3.5. Analysis and I nterpretation

It is beyond the scope of this p aper to describe the
full range of data mining algorithms; the interested
reader is referred to [5,10] for a comprehensive over-
view.

All three types of expertise are required during the
analysis p hase. Knowledge of the application domain
is required to interpret (intermediate) results, and
indicate which should be further explored. Data exper-
tise is required to explain strange patterns that may b e
due to data pollution or other causes such as data



conversions. D ata mining expertise is required for the
‘technical’ interpretation of results; that is, the trans-
lation of results to the language of the domain- and
data expert. Ideas for further analysis are translated
into the formalism of the data mining algorithm. The
way of working proposed is b est supported by inter-
active algorithms that yield patterns that are easy to
understand, for example r ule induction or classifica-
tion tree algorithms.

Many data mining questions can be formulated as
finding subregions of the attribute space for which the
value of the target variable is significantly larger than
the global average of the target variable [6]. Consider
the analysis of accepted loans: an interactive r ule
induction algorithm may yield the intermediate results
of Fig. 4. The leftmost node indicates that of all 8955
people in the mining table, 3.1% defaulted. Directly to
the right of this node, three groups with a significantly
higher defaulting percentage are displayed. The
domain expert is particularly intrigued by the group
of ‘room renters’ and would like to know whether all
room renters are an increased risk, or whether there are
exceptions within this group. On the next level the
mining algorithm discovers that room renters above 34



years of age are in fact very good risks. In this way the
mining table may b e explored interactively for inter-
esting groups, allowing for a substantial amount of
control of the subject area expert. Apart from this
interactive analysis, one can also let the mining algo-
rithm search several levels deep for groups with a
substantial increased or decreased risk of defaulting
(see [11]).
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3.6. Use of results

The results of data mining may r ange from its use as
input for a (complex) decision process to its full
integration into an end-user application.

Patterns such as ‘The probability of a fatal accident
increases significantly if road illumination is absent,
and the maximum speed is 80 k m/h’ may eventually
lead to measures to improve safety. This involves a
complex decision process in which many other factors
and constraints play an important role.

Data mining results can also be used in a knowl-
edge-based system or decision support system. An
important motivation for research on machine learning
— one of the pillars of data mining technology — was
to avoid the ‘knowledge acquisition b ottleneck’ in the
development of knowledge-based systems. Human
experts find it difficult to articulate their own decision
process, but if experts are confronted with a particular
case, they are able to indicate the correct decision. The
idea of machine learning was to create a number of
examples, and to use induction algorithms to generate
a knowledge-base, in the form of general decision-



rules. This way the time-consuming ‘manual’ knowl-
edge-acquisition process is side-stepped.

Finally, results may also be used in other tools; for
example in direct mailing selection. The customer
profiles derived with a data mining algorithm can,
for example, b e u sed b y a marketing campaign sche-
duler to make the best selection from the customer
database. Data mining functionality is embedded in an
end-user program as p art of a more complex process.
Needless to say, this form of use is only viable for
applications that are well-understood and regularly
require analysis of new data.

4. Model interpretability

Ease of model interpretation is an important
requirement. The widespread use of classification
trees and rule induction algorithms in data mining
applications and — tools aids in interpretation of
results. Often there is a trade-off between ease of
model interpretation and p redictive accuracy, and
the goal ofthe modeling task determines which quality
measure is considered more important. Ease of inter-



pretation has two major advantages:
1. The ‘end product’, that is the final model, is easy

to understand.
2. The different model ‘versions’ created during the

iterative data mining are easy to understand.

Although these advantages are clearly related, it is
beneficial to consider them separately. The advantage
mentioned u nder (2) becomes clear when we look at
‘horror stories’ about b lack-box approaches such as
neural networks. A practical example illustrates the
drawbacks of a black-box modeling approach.

Consider a direct marketing b ank that receives b oth
written and telephonic loan applications. The data of
written applications are always entered into the com-
pany database, whether the loan is accepted or
rejected. For telephonic applications, however, the
data of the applicant are not always entered. If the
bank employee quickly finds out that the applicant is
not accepted, the conversation is usually ended with-
out r ecording data. This allows the employee to help
more clients, but clearly yields an incomplete data-
base. If the goal of the modeling task were to predict
whether an applicant is accepted or rejected, then the



type of application (written or telephonic) appears to
be highly informative! This apparent relation is how-
ever due to the ‘selection mechanism’ . When we use a
black-box model, the use of this highly suspicious
correlation may not be noticed by the modelers, due to
a lack of insight in the model. If a decision tree were
used instead, it would be clear immediately that ‘type
of application’ appears to b e highly informative,
arousing the suspicion of domain experts. Further
investigation of the data entry process would then
lead to the source of this false correlation. Since data
mining has a highly explorative nature, ease of inter-
pretation is important in order to facilitate discovery
and interpretation ofinteresting or suspicious relations
in the data.

There may be several reasons why the final mod-
el(s) should be easy to interpret. The goal of modeling
may not b e pure prediction, but rather to gain an
understanding of say p articular groups of customers,
in order to develop marketing strategies. Thus, the
description of a customer segment may only b e the
beginning of further policy development. Clearly, a
black-box predictive model is almost useless in
such a situation. In addition, it may be required



that model ‘decisions’ (predictions) are explainable
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either to the model u ser or the customer. Providing a
sensible explanation to the customer may b e a legal
obligation, in case the model p rediction entails a
decision ‘to the disadvantage’ of the customer (for
example r ejection of a loan application or insurance
policy; see Section 6). For ‘scoring’ models, predic-
tive accuracy is however also very important. There-
fore, explainability may only b ecome a concern
after the p redictive accuracy has b een optimized.
The objective then is to provide satisfactory explana-
tions, and to comply with any legal obligations,
mainly through p ost-processing of a highly complex
model.

5. Missing data

Data quality is a p oint of major concern in any
information system, and also in construction of data
warehouses, and subsequent analyses ranging from



simple queries to OLAP and data mining [14,19].
Although all aspects of data quality are relevant to
data mining, we confine discussion to the issue of
completeness. If many data values are missing, the
quality of information and models decreases propor-
tionally. Consider the marketing department of a bank
that wants to compute the average age of customers
with a specific combination of products. If 10% of the
age values are missing, the uncertainty of the correct
average increases, and consequently the quality of
information decreases. One would like to solve this
problem at the source, that is where data are collected
and entered into the operational systems. With orga-
nizations becoming more and more aware of the value
of high-quality data, there is an increasing attention
for data quality issues. Nevertheless, sometimes other
goals will prevail.

There has b een a fair amount of work on handling
missing data in the field of statistics [13]. In the past
various ad-hoc procedures were used to eliminate the
missing data; for example, by simply ignoring records
with missing values, or by filling-in (imputation)
single values, such as means. The problem of these
procedures is that t hey often require ad-hoc adjust-



ments depending on the specific analysis one intends
to perform. Consequently, they are not suited to obtain
generally satisfactory answers to missing data pro-
blems.

The description of the expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm in Ref. [3], has provided a b reak-
through in the sense that it gives a unifying view for
analysis with missing data. A disadvantage of the
algorithm is that it must be implemented differently
for each t ype of model.

Multiple imputation [16,17] is a simulation-based
approach where a number of complete data sets are
created b y filling in alternative values for the missing
data. The completed data sets are subsequently ana-
lyzed using standard data mining methods, and the
results of the individual analyses are combined in the
appropriate way. Thus, one set of imputations can b e
used for many different analyses. The hard part of this
exercise is to generate the imputations that may
require computationally intensive and complex algo-
rithms, such as M arkov Chain M onte Carlo and Data
Augmentation algorithms [17].

Multiple imputation was originally implemented in
systems to handle the problem of missing data of



public-use databases, where the database constructor
and the ultimate user are distinct entities [16]. The
situation is somewhat analogous for data warehouses
in large organizations. A multitude of different ana-
lyses is p erformed b y different users, so it would b e
beneficial to solve the missing-data problem once, and
allow the end-user to use his or her preferred com-
plete-data analysis software. A complicating factor is
that data warehouses are often more dynamic than
public survey data, since they are updated regularly to
reflect the changes. For the purpose of data mining,
one often takes a ‘snapshot’ of a relevant part of the
data warehouse, to avoid changes during the project.
Multiple imputation may then be used t o replace
missing values.

6. Legal aspects

In data mining projects where personal data are
used, it is important for management to be aware ofthe
legislation concerning privacy issues. For example, in
the Netherlands the National Consumers’ Association
recently stated, that personal data ofDutch citizens are



stored in more than 100 different locations. Therefore,
the code of law on privacy will b e renewed and
reinforced in the near future. The Dutch law on
privacy p rotection (‘Wet Persoons Registratie’) dates
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from 1980 and it b ecame operational in 1989. It is
based on the principle of protection of personal priv-
acy that is recorded in the written constitution of the
Netherlands. Legislation in other European countries
on privacy issues is similar, because the guidelines for
the implementation h ave been embedded in the 1981
treaty of Strassbourg.

In the Netherlands the National Audit Office is
responsible for the enforcement of the act. Both
private institutions and governmental departments
are regularly audited. There are a few concessive
clauses added to the code of law that enable some
governmental departments to fight fraude and crime.
Guarding the privacy of citizens has become a lot
more difficult since the collection and distribution of
mass data can be done so easily and at very low cost.
Firms may buy additional data obtained from so-



called list-brokers and merge these with their own
company databases. Data mining techniques can be
applied to combined databases and may derive new
delicate information, of which the subjects are una-
ware (cf. [12]). In 1995 the European Parliament and
the European Council started to formulate new guide-
lines for the protection of privacy of European citi-
zens. In the Netherlands it became operational in
October 1998 and the act is k nown as ‘Wet Bescherm-
ing Persoonsgegevens’. The main p rinciples are listed
below:

1. The act covers the use, collection and distribution
of personal data.

2. It is applicable to all automatized data processing.
3. Recording of personal data, other than for

communication purposes like address data, is only
allowed if the subject has explicitly consented.

4. The subject has the right of inspection and
correction of personal data.

5. Institutions that collect personal data are obliged
to state clearly the goal of data collection and
processing.

6. In case the data of the subject will b e used for



data mining the subject has to be informed
about the right of removing the data without any
cost.

7. Data may not be p assed to a third party unless the
subject has explicitly consented.

8. The holder of data has the duty to provide for all
necessary measures to protect personal data.

The new law will h ave important consequences for
data mining projects, where personal data are
involved. For example, it will not be possible to
enrich customer data with demographic data bought
from list-brokers without p ermission of the subjects.
Also, unequal treatment of customers is not allo-
wed unless it can b e explained using reasonable
arguments. For example, insurance companies may
only charge higher premiums if the insured has an
exceptional record of claims. They may not differ-
entiate premiums on the b asis of general r isk analyses
with data mining.

7. Tools

Many of the early data mining tools were almost



exclusively concerned with the analysis stage. They
are usually derived from algorithms developed in the
research community, for example C4.5 [15] and
CART [2], with a u ser-friendly GUI. An interactive
GUI is notj ust a superficial ‘gimmick’ ; it encourages
the involvement of the subject area expert, and
improves the efficiency of analysis. For frequent
use in business this functionality is however insuffi-
cient. Also, many early systems require loading the
entire data table in main memory before processing
can take place, allowing the analysis only of relatively
small data sets.

Selection and pre-processing of data should be
supported extensively by the tool. This includes a
coupling with DBMSs in which the company data
reside, and extensive possibilities to manipulate and
combine data tables. For the analysis stage, the system
should contain a number of algorithms that jointly
cover the types of problems most frequently encoun-
tered. Since data mining projects often require a
number of analysis sessions, spread over a couple
of months, it is essential that the system takes care
of administrative tasks such as logging of models, data
tables, annotations to models, and so on. Adequate



support should also b e provided for the use of results.
This ranges from r eporting facilities to the possibility
to export models. One step further is the integration of
data mining functionality in application software, such
as a marketing campaign scheduler. In this way data
mining functionality is integrated in a more compre-
hensive business process (see F ig. 5).
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8. Conclusions

Data mining or knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) is an exploratory and iterative process that
consists of a number of stages. Data selection and data
pre-processing are the most time-consuming activity,
especially in the absence of a data warehouse. Data
mining tools should therefore provide extensive sup-
port for data manipulation and combination. T hey
should also provide easy access to DBMSs in which
the source data reside.

The commitment of a subject area expert, data
mining expert as well as a data expert to the project
is critical for its success. Despite the attractive sug-
gestion of ‘fully automatic’ data analysis, knowledge
ofthe p rocesses behind the data remains indispensable
to avoid the many pitfalls of data mining.

Although company databases are usually quite
large, proper formulation of the analysis question
and an adequate sampling scheme often allows the
database to be reduced to manageable size. It is typical
for data mining projects that the data have not been



collected for the purpose of analysis, but r ather to

support daily business p rocesses. This may lead to

low-quality data, as well as b iases in the data that may

reduce the applicability of discovered patterns.
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